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CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO SIWES 

The Students’ Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) was established by 

the Industrial Training Fund (ITF) in 1973, in order to wave off the deficiencies in 

the practical aspect of study. This program was set up with the aim of providing 

vital technological industrial training components needed to enrich the formal 

education of Nigerian students, which also stands as a perquisite for employment 

in Nigerian industries. 

Furthermore, it makes students get acquainted and exposed to influential and 

highly educated persons in the society, who bring light into their path for a better 

view of their career to be achieved. 

 

1.2 HISTORY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

The Petroleum Engineering Department (in FUTO) started as Petrochemical 

science and technology program under School of Natural and Applied Science 

(SNAS) now School of Science (SOSC), in 1981 with less than twenty students. At 

the inception of the school of Engineering and Engineering Technology (SEET) in 

October 1982, the petrochemical science and technology program was restructured 

(i.e. in the curriculum and renamed Petroleum Engineering, and transferred to the 

school as one of the specific program areas (among others are Agricultural Eng., 

Civil Eng., Electrical and Electronic Eng., & Mechanical Eng.). The program 

started at the Lake Nwaebere campus (the university temporary site) and lecture 

began in October the same year. 
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In October 1978, the senate of the Federal University of Technology Owerri 

approved the merging of the Petroleum Engineering with the Chemical 

Engineering, after Chemical Engineering was introduced. This two operated a joint 

program until the department was relocated to the new site at New Owerri. On 

28May1998, the joint program was split into two full-fledged departments. From 

then until date the department has had different persons heading it from the first 

head, Dr. B. Obah (now Prof) to the current Dr. N.C. Izuwa. 

1.3 THE FIRM’S ORGANOGRAM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 THE VARIOUS SECTIONS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

ü THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: He oversees the activities that goes on 

in the firm (Petroleum Engineering), and anticipates for the growth and the 

sustenance of the firm. 

ü ACADEMIC STAFF: It ranges from the Professors, Readers, Senior 

Lecturer, Lecturer I&II, and Assistant Lecturer that administers lectures to 

the students. 

ü ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF: These provide the necessary administrative 

needed in the department. 
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ü STUDENT ACADEMIC ADVISORY STAFF: These comprise the 

Course Advisers of different levels in the department whose duty is to guide 

the student in their academic pursuit.  

ü TECHNOLOGIST: These responsible for the maintenance and update of 

the technical equipment in the department, including the web work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.1 ACTIVITIES CARRIED DURING THE SIWES PROGRAMME 

The activities carried out during the SIWES program can be broadly classified into 

two viz; 

1.  Petroleum Engineering software  

2.  Petroleum Laboratory work 

 

2.2 BREAKDOWN OF THE ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT DURING THE 

SIWES PROGRAMME 

The activities that we did during the SIWES program can be broadly classified into 

two as mentioned above. They are; 

2.2.1.  PETROLEUM ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 

We were introduced to two Petroleum engineering modeling Software  

• PROSPER 

• MBal 

 

• PROSPER 

PROSPER is an advanced Production and System Performance analysis software. 

PROSPER assists the production or reservoir Engineer to predict tubing, pipeline 

hydraulics and temperatures with speed and accuracy. PROSPER’s powerful 

sensitivity calculation features enables existing designs to be optioned and the 

effect of future changes in system parameters to be accessed. 
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By separating modeling, each component of the producing well system, then 

allowing the user to verify each model subsystem by performance matching. 

PROSPER ensures that the calculations are as accurate as possible. 

 

FEATURES AVAILABLE IN PROSPER 

i. PROSPER is a fundamental element in the Integrated Production Model as 

defined by Petroleum Experts, linking to GAP, the production network 

optimization program for gathering system modeling MBal. 

ii. The PVT section in PROSPER can compute fluid properties using standard 

black oil correlation, which can be modified to better fit the measured 

laboratory data. 

iii. The tool can be used to model reservoir Inflow Performance Relation (IPR) 

for single layer, multi-layered, or multilateral wells with complex and high 

deviated completions, optimizing all aspect of a completion design including 

perforation details and gravel packing. 

iv. It can be used to accurately predict both pressure and temperature profiles in 

producing wells, injection wells across chokes and long risers and flow lines. 

v. PROSPER can be used to model complex (topographically) and extensive 

(in length) surface pipelines. 

 

 

 

QUALITIES THAT CAN BE MODELED WITH PROSPER. 

i. Fluid Type; 
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Ø Oil and water (black oil or equations of state PVT). 

Ø Dry and wet gas (black oil or equations of state PVT). 

Ø Retrograde condensate (black oil or equations of state PVT). 

 

ii.  Well flow configuration 

Ø Tubing or Annular flow or tubing annular flow. 

Ø Product or injector. 

 

iii. Artificial lift method  

Ø Naturally flowing well 

Ø Gas lifted well (continuous and intermittent). 

Ø Electric Submersible Pump (ESP). 

Ø Hydraulic drive downhole Pump (HSP). 

 

A brief procedure for setting up a typical PROSPER model (model is a simulation 

point which provides an operation rate). 

v Start; open the PROSPER software

Fig.1. PROEPER Environment. 
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v Go to model options (option summary); input the data required then click on 

done. 

v Go to the PVT data section (PVT data); > input the data required there, and then 

click on match data. > Also, input the data then click on done. >Still under PVT 

data; go to the regression, click on parameters and done to get back to the main 

menu. 

v Select the Equipment needed in the model (equipment data); > deviation 

survey, input the data there. >Surface equipment (input the parameters there). 

>Down hole equipment (fix in the parameters required). > Geothermal gradient. 

> Average heat capacities.  

v Select the instructional objective needed to calculate the IPR (inflow 

Performance Relation). >For reservoir model, input the data there. > click on 

validate, and then on plot to see the IPR plot.

        

Fig.2. Inflow Performance Relation (IPR) curve. 
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Fig.3. Operation point curve. 

The Operation Point Curve is the union of the VLC and the IPR curve. 

v Summarize your Analysis (Analysis Summary) 

 

 

 

• MBal 

MBal is known as the Material Balance software. MBal handles the following; 

Ø Oil, gas or condensate Reservoir. 

Ø Linear, Radial and Bottom drive reservoir. 

Ø Naturally flowing gas lift, Electric Submersible Pumps (ESP). 

In MBal, (unlike PROSPER) reservoirs are regarded as tanks. It can be used to run 

a production prediction. 

Procedure for setting a simple model using MBal tool… 
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Ø Open the software MBal  

Ø Click on file and select new, to initialize a new file. 

Ø Then click on tool and select the material Balance 

Ø Go to options and choose the type of fluid to be modeled (e.g. oil), tank 

model, PVT model, production history (if any), compositional model and 

the user information. 

Ø Then click done (you are now on the main). 

Ø Go to PVT section (PVT matching could only be done if there is a 

laboratory report otherwise the correlation is applied).  

Ø Click on the fluid properties and input the data required there, thereafter 

you click on match ( you are now on the oil matching tab), input the data 

required there, then click match and click calculate, after which click on 

match parameters. 

Ø Click done three times (3x) to go to the main menu. 

Ø Go to input and choose the tank input data and input the data there 

thereafter, click calculate bubble point pressure, then done, validate and 

then input the data required in the water influx  tab then click done.  

Ø Go to production prediction, click on production setup and input the data 

there. 

Ø Still under production prediction, click production and constraints. Input 

the data there and validate then done. 

Ø Again, click on reporting schedule and select the frequency desired then 

done. 
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Ø Go to run prediction (under production prediction), click calculate then 

on plot to see the prediction curve. 

  
Fig.4. Production Prediction plot(using MBal).  

With this, the prediction is said to be ready. 
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2.2.2. PETROLEUM LABORATORY WORK 

Under petroleum laboratory work, we were first introduced to the safety 

precautions applicable in a typical Petroleum Engineering laboratory, some of 

which include; 

i. The use of Personal Protective Equipment- like; laboratory overall, safety boat, 

eye goggle, etc. Fig.5. Eye goggle  

ii. Familiarization with the safety devices installed in the laboratory- like; the fire 

extinguisher, etc. 

iii. If injured, such situation warrants the use of the first aid equipment before 

seeing the doctor. 

These are some of the precautions, which should be considered during any 

laboratory work or experimental exercise in the laboratory. However, the 

precautions are not limited to the ones above, there are a lot not discussed here. 

In the laboratory (Petroleum Engineering), I was introduced to the various 

laboratories that make up the body of the Petroleum Engineering Laboratory and 

the various equipment alongside their relevance in each of this laboratory. They 

include; 

I. The Drilling Laboratory 

In the drilling laboratory, the following equipment are found there; 

a. Hamilton mixer- for mixing of liquids  
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b. Mechanical sieve shaker (with individual mesh sieve) - used for sieving 

analysis.  Fig.6. Mechanical sieve shaker. 

c. Electronic weighing balance- for weighing samples  

d. Viscometer- used for viscosity determination of liquids. 

e. Atmospheric consistometer- for consistency determination of cement. 

f. Centrifuge- basic sediment and water control in the reservoir. 

g. Rhetort kit- to check oil or solid content from the crude. 

h. PH meter- used for PH check in samples. 

i. Mud balance- used for checking the density of fluids. 

   Fig.7. Mud weight balance 

j. Lubricating tester- checks the lubricity of oil. 

These are the few among others found in the drilling laboratory. 

2 Production laboratory 

In the production laboratory, some of the equipment there include; 
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a. Flash point tester- checks the flash point in oil.

 

Fig.8. The Flash point Tester 

b. Distillation range equipment- used for crude distillation. 

c. Hydrometer- used for specific density check. 

d. Vernier calipers- used for measuring the inner and outer diameter of 

cylindrical (round) objects.  

Fig.9.The Vernier caliper 

e. Hot plate with a stirring rod - used for heating and stirring of samples.  

 

3     Reservoir laboratory  

Here, the following gargets are present; 

a. Liquid permeanter – used for permeability check in core. 

 Fig.10. The Liquid Permeameter. 

b. Vapor analyzer – used in the analysis of gas. 

c. Capillary pressure system – used for pressure determination in fluids. 
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 4  Flow Assurance Laboratory 

Here, the following are present; 

a. Crude oil distillation unit –this is the unit where the processing equipment 

through which crude oil is fed.

   

Fig.11. The Crude Oil distillation unit. 

b. Automatic oil centrifuge – it used to determine sediment and water content 

in crude oil. 

c. Gas chromatography – used to check the fluid content. 

d. Pour and cloud point tester – it is used for temperature index check. 

 

The above are the inter-related laboratories, which make up the Petroleum 

Engineering Laboratory, and I noticed that most of the equipment was found in 

almost all the laboratories. 

 

The area we majored on during this laboratory work is DRILLING 

The schematic representation of the drilling work. 
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1. CORE ANALYSIS 

EXP I: Fetching, washing and drying of the sand samples  

The sand samples, which was needed for the coring analysis was fetched from the 

Otamiri River, along the senate building road, it was washed in order to disallow 

the impurities involved in it, then dried to get it actual weight. 

 

Core 
Analysis 

Drilling Fluids 

Ø Fetching, washing & 
drying of the sand 

samples. 
Ø Sieving of the samples 

(sieving analysis). 
Ø Molding (coring). 
Ø Test for porosity & 

permeability.  

Ø Mud density 
test 

Ø viscosity 
determination 
Ø Mud 
rheology. 

Ø Filtration. 

Drilling  
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EXP II: Sieving Analysis 

Sieving analysis was carried out after the sand sample was dried and free of water 

molecules. 

Aim: To get sand sample of different grain size for coring analysis. 

Apparatus; Mechanical sieve shaker (with individual mesh pans)

          

Fig.12. a) Mechanical sieve shaker.  b) Individual mesh pans (with sand grain 

samples) 

Procedure: the sand sample was put into the topmost mesh and closed properly, 

then the mechanical sieve shaker was plugged to the power supply outlet and the 

timer was set to 10mins. After the time elapsed, the mechanical sieve shaker 

stopped automatically, by this time the sand sample has been distributed into the 

different mesh (with respect to their grain size). Then it was powered out into 

different pans of corresponding calibration in order to repeat the procedure until 

the sample is exhausted. 
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EXP III: Core molding (coring analysis) 

The coring process we employed was the molding of the core, since we were not 

exposed to the formation, where we can get a core out of the formation. 

Aim: To get core of with different pore sizes. 

Procedure: A long plastic pipe was cut into different lengths (such as 2inh & 

3inh), then the mixture of cement, the sand samples, chemicals and water which 

aided the solidification of the core. The cut pipes were placed on a flat surface, and 

then the core mixture was poured into the pipes and were allowed to dry for a 

period of 24hrs. After which, it was removed from the pipes.  

 

 

EXP IV: Porosity and Permeability Test 

Apparatus: liquid permeameter    

   

Fig.13. liquid permeaeter. 
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Procedure:  

Ø The core was inserted into the core chamber of the liquid permeameter. 

Ø The valves were then opened. 

Ø Then the pumping and the recording of the flow rate was done. (The flow 

rate is that which is used for porosity determination). 

 

2. DRILLING FLUIDS 

EXP. I Mud weight (density) determination. 

Aim:  To determine the density of the drilling fluids. 

Apparatus: Mud weight Balance

Fig.14.  Mud weight balance. 

Procedure:  

• The lid on the cup was opened.  

• Then the cup was filled with the drilling fluid and covered properly. 

• The mud balance was stabilized on the knife-edge. 

• Then the reader was moved to attain equilibrium. 

• Thereafter the density (weight) of the mud was recorded. 
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EXP. II: Viscosity Test 

Aim: To determine the flow resistance rate of the mud. 

Apparatus: Marsh Funnel 

  

Fig.15. a)The Marsh funnel. b)Cup 

Procedure:  

ü The tiny end of the marsh funnel was covered with a tip of my finger 

ü Then the fluid was poured into the funnel. 

ü The tip covered was released into the cup immediately after the last drop 

entered. 

ü Simultaneously the time recorded was set. 

ü Then the time of flow was recorded. 

 

EXP.III : MUD RHEOLOGY TEST  
(Revolution per minute reading, Gel Strength) 

 

Apparatus Used: The Baroid (Model 286) Rheometer. 

The Baroid (Model 286) Rheometer is a coaxial cylindrical rotational 

viscometer, used to determine single or multi-point viscosities. It has fixed speeds 
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of 3 (GEL), 100, 200, 300 and 600RPM that are switch selected with the RPM 

knob.   

 

 
Fig.16. A BARIOD RHEOMETER 

Revolution per minute reading  

Procedure: 

ü An agitated sample was placed in the cup, tilted back the upper housing of 

the rheometer, the cup under the sleeve was located and I lowered the upper 

housing to its normal position. 

ü The knurled knob was turned between the rear support posts to raise or 

lower the rotor sleeve until it was immersed in the sample to the scribed line. 

ü The sample was stirred for about 5 seconds at 600 RPM, then the RPM 

desired for the best selected. 

ü The dial reading was allowed to stabilize (the time depends on the sample´s 

characteristics). 

ü The dial reading and RPM was recorded. 

 

 

 GEL STRENGTH 

Procedure 
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1. The sample was stirred at 600RPM for about 15 seconds. 

2. Then I turned the RPM knob to the STOP position. 

3. Settled for  the desired rest time (normally 10 seconds or 10 minutes) 

4. Then the RPM knob was switched to GEL position. 

5. I then Record the maximum deflection of the dial before the Gel 

broke, as the Gel strength in Ib/100 ft2. 

(Ib/100 ft2 × 5.077 = Gel strength in dynes/cm2) 

 

 

 

TABLE 1. MUD RHEOLOGY TEST WATER BASE MUD 

  GEL STRENGTH 

Sample 

No. 

REVOLUTION per MINUTE READING Ib/100 ft2 

Φ600 Φ 300 µp µa Yp   Ib/100 

ft2 

Initial 10 

sec. Gel 

Initial 10 

min. Gel 

1 21 14 100 100 0 5 15 
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EXP. III: Filtration 

Aim: To determine the quality of the mud (to get the filter cake and the filtrate 

properties). 

Apparatus: Atmospheric Filter Press

 

Fig.17. Atmospheric filter press 

Procedure:  

• The mud was poured into the mud cell of the filter press and covered 

properly 

• The choke of the filter press was released (but before the release of the 

choke, there was a drop from the mud cell, which is known as spur loss). 

• Then the valve was opened (making sure the temperature was set to 100psi). 

• A measuring  cylinder was placed under to get the spur loss 

• The timer was then set to 30mins, after which the filter cake was got from 

the filter paper (measured using a steel meter rule). In addition, the filtrate 

from the measuring cylinder was measured. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.1. Relevance the of SIWES program. 

The SIWES program is indeed a program worth being a part. Because it served as 

a revelation to me, exposing me to that which might not have been done in the 

classroom formal training. 

Moreover, by so doing I was able to hold on to a series of new knowledge, needed 

to achieve my ambition in the Petroleum industries and the society. 

3.2. Problems Encountered During the SIWES Program 

The problem encountered during the SIWES program was, a poor management of 

the time allocated for the program. This was a limiting factor, as the time 

scheduled for individual activities was frequently altered, thereby causing an 

interference in the activities of the students. 

In addition, the environment was not that spacious enough, and the facilities 

required for a successful program were not up to the number of the students that 

applied for it. Thereby, students were made to congest around a particular gadget 

without getting the full scope of what was taught. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.1. Conclusion and Remark of the Program 

This program is not mistaken to be a part of the learning process of students. I do 

wonder how we students would have been relevant to the industries and society 

without undergoing such an enlightening program. 

SIWES is a very important part of a student’s learning process, which any serious 

minded student should be a part and are grounded in their course of study. 

 

4.2. Recommendation to the SIWES officers. 

My kind and little words of advice to the SIWES officers is that, there should be an 

introduction of more practical activities into the program. 

In addition, there should be a check on the students in order to make the program 

effective. Thereby, bridging the gap of absenteeism of students who manipulate 

attendance and reports. 

Materials and equipment necessary at the program center should be provided.  

 

4.3. Advice to the future SIWES program 

The program is an avenue of equipping students in their different field of study and 

prepares them for the future outfit. 

With this, I recommend this program to every student undergoing any degree 

program, and it should be taken seriously in order to build into such a person a 

better understanding and mastery in the course.  


